
Tube Dimmable Integrated LED Track Lights
Tube Dimmable LED Track Light 3 Circuit 25W 38° Beam Angle
Silver 3000K Warm White

JFTK3 TUBEB38 S3

Silver 3000K Warm White

Quicklink: Q480D

General

Colour Silver

Construction Metal

Dimmable Yes

Dimensions

Head Length 156mm

Head Width 76mm

Height 168.8mm

Electrical

Maximum Wattage 25W

Voltage 240V

Light Characteristics

Beam Angle 38°

Colour Rendering
Index

90

Colour Temperature 3000K Warm White

Lumens 3099 lm

Lumens Per Watt 124 lm/W

The Tube Three Circuit Track Lights Range fittings are 240V dimmable spotlights mainly

used to highlight certain focal points. The fittings have a built in LED and a high lumen

output, making them low energy and powerful light sources, ideal for commercial or

residential use.

The fittings are positioned onto the surface or recessed three circuit track lighting system

which can be mounted onto practically any surface. This allows you to move and change

your light fittings around when you need to, without having to make any long term

installations.

Three-circuit track lighting is a versatile and flexible lighting system commonly used in

commercial and residential spaces. The singularity of this lighting track system is that each

of the three circuits can be wired and controlled independently, allowing you to have

different lighting configurations in the same space. This means you can have multiple sets

of lights on the same track, each set with its own switch or dimmer control.

Please note: the barn doors, honeycomb baffle and gold reflector accessories are sold

separately - see linked products
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